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Democrats, labor take beatings in election
Oberstar a big loss,
Jewell a big win, as
labor hangs hopes on
Dayton recount
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Bentleyville got a helping hand again this year from Building Trades unions. Last year IBEW 242 did the wiring, last
Saturday 15 members of Ironworkers 512, including
Elizabeth Beattie, a 3rd year apprentice, and Norm
Voorhees, and three Operating Engineers 49 members, built
a 120-foot steel Christmas tree that will be adorned with
50,000 LED lights for years to come. It is being called
America’s tallest Christmas tree. It doesn’t need water, and
is guaranteed to rust, which will make it even prettier.
Dynamic Steel, CR Meyer, and Northern Industrial
Erectors also made great contributions to the project.

Democrats, and consequently labor, got taken to the
woodshed by voters on
November 2nd. Even President
Barack Obama characterized it
as a “shellacking.”
The U.S. House of Representatives had a huge swing as
expected, going from a
Democratic majority of 255 of
the 435 members, to a
Republican majority perhaps as
high as 245 when all ballots
and seats are accounted for.
That was the largest change
since 1938.
Minnesota 8th Congressional District Democratic
Rep. Jim Oberstar was among
the most shocking losses. The
18-term Chisholm native lost
to newcomer Republican Chip
Cravaack of Lindstrom, whose
only previous service had been
in the PTA. That was also an
historic loss in the past 60 years
by a long term incumbent to a
newcomer.
Labor’s worst fears of conservative Republican Rep.
John Boehner (Ohio-8) replacing Nancy Pelosi as Speaker of
the House have been realized.
His good friend, Rep. John
Kline (MN-2), appears to be in
line to chair the powerful Education and Labor Committee.
In Wisconsin the seat vacated by Rep. Dave Obey also
went to the Republicans as
Julie Lassa lost to Sean Duffy

of Hayward.
Oberstar had served for 36
years and was the powerful
chair of the Transportation and
Infrastructure
Committee.
Obey had served for 40 years
and stepped down as the man
who controlled the purse
strings as Appropriations
Chair.
The news gets worse in
Wisconsin as Democratic U.S.
Senator Russ Feingold lost.
The governorship goes back to
the Republicans also as Tom
Barrett was defeated in his bid
to follow Jim Doyle.
State Senator (Dist. 25) Bob
Jauch and Assemblyman (Dist.
73) Nick Milroy were re-elected as was Labor-endorsed
Janet Bewley in Assembly
District 75.
The
Wisconsin
State
Assembly currently has 60
Republicans, 38 Democrats
and one independent. There
are two very close races in the
Eau Claire area that might be
recounted that went Republican by about 100 votes each,
said Sara Wallenfang, Communications Director for the
Wisconsin State AFL-CIO.
The Wisconsin State Senate
will have 19 Republicans and
14 Democrats she said.
Minnesota will endure
another recount as the race for

governor was barely within 0.5
percent of the vote, requiring
an automatic recount that will
begin Nov. 29.
Labor’s candidates of Mark
Dayton and Yvonne Prettner
Solon won by just under 9,000
votes over the Republican ticket. It’s hoped recount will be
concluded before the start of
the next legislative session on
Jan. 4, 2011. If it doesn’t, and
GOP lawsuits will undoubtedly
lengthen it, current Republican
Gov. Tim Pawlenty would stay
on and have a Republican
majority in both the House and
Senate to work with, putting
everything on the table that
could hurt unions.
Republicans won the Minnesota Senate for the first time
since elections became partisan
in 1974, winning 16 seats for a
37 to 30 majority. Republicans
won 25 seats in the House to
take a 72 to 62 majority.
In spite of the mood of voters, Minnesota’s incumbent
DFL Constitutional Officers
were all re-elected. Thankfully
DFL Secretary of State Mark
Ritchie, who directed the
Franken/Coleman recount in
2008 is among them.
Minnesota
government
could have an about face with a
See Election...page 7

Election a train wreck for MN workers
By Barb Kucera
Workday editor
MINNEAPOLIS - If organized labor’s predictions hold
true, Tuesday’s election results
amount to a train wreck for
Minnesota’s workers.
Labor-endorsed candidates
lost numerous races for the
Legislature, turning over control of both houses to the
Republican Party. The election

for governor is still in limbo,
with a recount possible to
break the deadlock between
labor-endorsed DFLer Mark
Dayton and Republican Tom
Emmer.
In Minnesota’s 8th District,
which includes Duluth, the
state’s most unionized community, and the blue-collar Iron
Range, Republican Chip
Cravaack won a narrow – but
stunning – victory over
Congressman Jim Oberstar, the
longtime, labor-backed incumbent.
The change at the state level
will have an immediate – and
detrimental – impact on
Minnesota workers, based on
claims made during the election season. For starters, even if
Dayton prevails to become
governor, it’s unlikely he’ll
have a multi-billion-dollar
bonding bill on his desk within
days of taking office.

Dayton and the DFL majorities in the current Legislature
had promised to swiftly enact a
bill that would employ an estimated 27,000 Minnesotans to
rebuild the state’s infrastructure.
Instead, Governor Dayton
would likely do battle with
lawmakers intent on cutting
state services and aid to local
governments. Emmer, if elected governor, would lead the
charge in making those cuts.
Unions representing public
workers say state and local
communities have already cut
to the bone and any further
reductions would devastate
public services. Firefighters,
for example, recently fought
back efforts to eliminate the
full-time positions in the
Brainerd Fire Department.
No doubt pensions for public workers, negotiated over
See Election...page 2
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Remembering All Our
Veterans and Troops

On Veteran’s Day 2010

Free movie nights are popular, other options surface at Grant Center
Labor Movie Night hosted
by Chad McKenna and Eric
Lehto are very popular. About
75 people attended the Oct. 28
showing of Wellstone!. But
LMN will be in conflict with
the holidays.
“We decided to hold it once
more this year on Thursday,
Dec. 2nd,” said McKenna.
“Bread and Roses” will be
shown, the story of two Latina
sisters who work as cleaners in
a office building, and fight for
the right to unionize.
Two other options for free,

educational movie nights are
being hosted by the Solidarity
Action Collective. Their
forums are held at the Grant
Community Recreation Center,
901 East 11th St., in Duluth
beginning at 6:30 p.m.
On Monday, Nov. 15 “The
End of Poverty” by Philippe
Diaz will address neoliberal
capitalism, the U.S. and global
poverty. Starting with military
conquest, slavery, and colonization that seized land and
natural resources with forced
labor, today global poverty has

reached new levels with unfair
debt, trade and tax policies as
wealthy countries exploit poor
countries.
A discussion will take place
following the film with Cindy
Donner.
On Monday, Dec. 13
“Restrepo” by Sebastian
Junger
and
Tim
Hetherington chronicles a 15man outpost in Afghanistan’s
Korengal Valley, dubbed the
“Valley of Death” by U.S.
forces. It is one of the most
dangerous assignments U.S.

AFSCME livid over more MnSCU bonuses
Friday trustees of the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities system paid more
bonuses to dozens of administrators who earn six-figure
salaries. Ignoring the system’s
budget crunch, trustees had
awarded a $40,000 bonus to
Chancellor James McCormick
June 16, bringing his annual
compensation up to $400,000.
Meanwhile, 41 positions are
being eliminated from his
office, including 9 AFSCME
members who were to receive
layoff notices Tuesday, Nov. 9.
“Trustees are passing out
bonuses with one hand; pink
slips and tuition hikes with the
other hand. We need to put a
stop to that,” says Karen
Foreman, an AFSCME member who works at Minnesota
State University Mankato.
“Most bosses are calling for
shared sacrifice during tough
times. Our union understands
that and our members are doing
their part to put students first.
Our wages have been frozen
for two years and we’re working harder with fewer staff.”
In giving bonuses, trustees
ignored their boss, Gov. Tim
Pawlenty, whose official statement July 22 said, “a bonus
during these economic times is
unwise and out of sync.”
Among the trustees, is Phil
Krinkie of the Taxpayers
League, who vehemently
opposed a cost of living
increase for Ramsey County
Commissioners this year.
MnSCU trustees forgot that
Pawlenty, called for a wage
freeze to minimize layoffs. In
his 2009 State of the State
address, he said “I’m proposing

Ironworker Retirees
Monthly Breakfast
Thursday, Nov. 18
9:00 a.m.
Duluth Grill
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we freeze all state government
wages for the next two years.”
AFSCME state employees
accepted that wage freeze in
exchange for fewer layoffs.
Now, MnSCU may have to
eliminate at least 500 more
positions this year, when
enrollment has increased by
32,000. Students will lose the
services of AFSCME clerical
workers, security staff and janitors as they pay more for
tuition.
MnSCU
tuition
increased this fall by about 4.5

percent. That increase is necessary to make up for a 35 percent decline in state funding
over the past two years. It
means students will pay about
$200 more for classes at community and technical colleges,
and $300 more at MnSCU universities.
MnSCU is a system of 32
public colleges and universities
with 54 campuses throughout
the state in 47 communities,
including northeast Minnesota
(www.mnscu.edu/campuses).

I.U.O.E. Local 70
Monthly Arrowhead Regional Meeting
Tuesday, Dec. 14, 2010, 5:00 P.M.
Duluth Labor Center, Hall B
Dave Monsour, Business Manager, (651) 646-4566

military personnel can get. In like you are there.
A discussion will take place
the film there are no interviews
with generals or diplomats, it is following the film with Lyn
war, full stop, and you’ll feel Clark Pegg and John Pegg.

Election a train wreck...from page 1
many decades in exchange for wage and other concessions,
also will be under attack.
All this will occur as the state struggles with a projected $5.8
billion budget deficit and a jobless rate that stands officially at 7
percent, but is likely much higher if you take into account the
many who have simply stopped looking.
When the Republican-controlled Legislature goes into session in January, the glib language that characterized the budget
debate on the campaign trail will give way to the serious, punchin-the-stomach reality that there are no easy answers. The plain
truth is that any meaningful cuts would come at the expense of
the state’s most vulnerable people – such as the elderly in longterm care. Health care costs eat up an ever-increasing portion of
the state and federal budgets, making them a major contributor
to the deficits.
Will lawmakers step up to offer real solutions to the health
care crisis and economic stagnation? National AFL-CIO
President Richard Trumka cautions that Republicans should not
interpret the election results nationally as a mandate to implement draconian cuts and ignore the needs of the working class.
The string of losses across the nation might also lead Trumka
and other labor leaders to re-evaluate their approach to elections.
Clearly, many union members either voted against their own
interests (as defined by their union) or stayed home November
2nd. Unions and their allies felt compelled to pump in massive
amounts of money to promote their candidates to counter the
record-level spending by the other side – a juggernaut unleashed
by the U.S. Supreme Court decision allowing such spending,
with no requirement to disclose the sources of the money.
In such a climate, the labor movement can choose to stay on
the treadmill – and potentially continue to suffer losses – or jump
off and engage in a strategy that goes beyond electoral politics to
build support for the goals of economic and social justice. Their
decision matters, because despite their shortcomings, unions
remain the strongest force for raising the standard of living for
workers, whether here in Minnesota or across the world.
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We lost our champion in the
8th Congressional District and
never saw it coming. We figured enough voters would
always know how great Rep.
Jim Oberstar has been for us
that he was bulletproof.
Maybe the 8CD had gotten
so big and voters’ moods had
soured to the party in power to
where Oberstar was no longer
appreciated for all he’s done for
the region. Call it pork, but
many called it jobs and
improvements to our transportation and infrastructure
along with many other needs
and wants that Rep. Chip
Cravaack will evidently say
“no” to in the U.S. House.
I remember being in New
York City in 1995, looking at
concrete bridge columns with
rusty rebar exposed and thinking, “They need Jim Oberstar.”
Yeah, I know we had an I-35
bridge collapse in Minneapolis.
Did that help undermine Jim’s
infrastructure/transporation
expertise in voters’ minds?
We never saw it coming. He
and others gave victory speeches for him at 10:00 p.m. on
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The best generic
speech ever

election night at their party. Jim
said he and Governor Mark
Dayton would bring light rail
to northern Minnesota. Now
we have Cravaack who evidently doesn’t like trains, or
boats, or planes.
When Oberstar went over to
Superior Oct. 2nd to stump for
Wisconsin Democrats, state
Senator Bob Jauch said there is
a rule of thumb that says
incumbents shouldn’t campaign outside their districts.
Stay close to home and work
your constituents for votes.
Oberstar said he visited 17
states during the campaign on
behalf of Democratic friends.
He never saw it coming. Is that
a definition of out of touch?
Saturday before the election
he was at the Labor Temple and
saw the need to give a 20minute speech to campaign
workers trying to phone bank
and door knock. Yvonne
Prettner Solon also came by
that day, went around and inidivually thanked every volunteer
for giving up their personal
lives for electoral politics, and
gave a 3-minute speech.
Oberstar reportedly said at
his concession press conference that maybe he’d have won
with more votes from St. Louis
County. The math doesn’t add
up by the vote ratio – he got 1.4
votes in our county for every
one Cravaack got. We had a
66% voter turnout but would
have needed an 88% turnout
for Oberstar to win at that ratio.
Ain’t gonna happen in a midterm election.
Where he needed votes was
in Aitkin, Cass, Hubbard,
Wadena,
Crow
Wing,
Morrison,
Mille
Lacs,
Kanabec, Isanti, Chisago, and
Pine counties. (See page 7)
There was virtually no, zero,
work on his behalf by Labor
2010 in those counties. I’m not
casting any blame here. I had
predicted in my last Ditch that

he’d win by 15 points. We
never saw it coming. His was
an historic loss in the annals of
electoral politics. He lost to a
guy without a job whose only
elected office had been PTA
president in a small school district.
Did Congressman David
Obey see the handwriting on
the wall in Wisconsin’s CD7
and decide not to run? Would
Oberstar ever have not run?
Sen. Franken’s anti-term
limits line will need to be
reworked...“I’ll give you two
words that say why term limits
are a bad idea...Jim Oberstar.”
In Congress and the
Minnesota and Wisconsin legislatures the GOP take their
runs at Obamacare, tax cuts for
the rich and corporations,
Social Security, Medicare,
Medicaid, welfare, minimum
wage, right to work, Davis
Bacon, government services,
public employees, OSHA,
EPA, regulation of business,
privatization, free trade, consumer protections, more war,
unemployment insurance, and
a few other things. I’ll see you
in two years when socialism is
a good word again after Republicans can’t help themselves in
rewarding their rich friends at
the expense of everyone else.

This Day In History
from

www.workdayminnesota.org

November 10, 1933
Members of the Independent
Union of All Workers
occupied the Hormel
meatpacking plant in Austin,
Minnesota, in what some
historians consider the first
sitdown strike of the 1930s.
Workers held the plant for
three days, demanding a wage
increase. Governor Floyd B.
Olson mediated an
agreement between owner
Jay Hormel and the union.
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Thank you ladies, gentlemen and prospective donors, remote
viewing audiences, readers, tweeters, and other platform attendees for joining me standing, sitting, lying here as your candidate
for elected office, civic duty, greased chute to Swellsville. It is
with extreme, reserved, dubious pride that I accept your mandate, challenge, double dog dare, and I hereby promise, guarantee, secretly doubt that I will represent you to the best of my ability and everything in my heart and soul and man purse.
I’m sure you want to know what I stand for and so do I. And
I will reveal my positions just as soon as you let me know what’s
important to you. What springs, leaps, staggers exhaustedly to
mind: god, flag, family, kittens, rainbows. I’m for all things good
and opposed to everything that’s bad, ladies and gentlemen and
heavy contributors. And you can count on me to stay that way as
long as you return me to office, or until a better offer in the private sector rolls around, hopefully soon.
In the future, right now, previously, we simply can’t afford
my opponent’s onerous tax schemes, reckless social security
reform, callow inexperience, life- long record as a career politician. Let me assure you that I believe in his/ her/ their right to
say bad things about this country, city, state. I just don’t happen
to agree with him, her, whatever.
If circumstances, poll numbers, my extortion trial verdict,
were different and he/ she/ they weren’t advocating we push old
people, children, veterans, into the path of a steaming locomotive, 18 wheeler, cheese blintz, I would be the first, seventythird, last one to defend their right to say whatever irresponsible
things he/ she/ they believed in, didn’t believe in or heard from
a unicorn was true, because in this great country, city, state,
ladies and gentlemen and 527 administrators, everyone is entitled to their own opinion no matter how foolish or downright
treasonous it may be or see or dee.
It’s a little thing called free speech. A huge, trivial, debatable
tenet that makes this country, city, state, total kick- ass, better
than every other place, nothing to sneeze at. Sometimes, however, albeit, ergo, free speech can lead to disorder, duplicity, lawsuits. We all know people who would be better off keeping their
big mouths shut, zipped, clamped. You know it and I know it and
I’m sure our Founding Fathers knew it too and three and fore.
Fore Fathers. Five Fathers. Five Mothers. Hello.
And my opponent is one of those who needs his/ her/ their
lips sewed closed, ladies and gentlemen and focus group participants, with their baseless accusations, frivolous charges, grand
jury testimony. Because the way things are today, tomorrow and
yesterday, in good conscience I just can’t stand here and there
and everywhere and let this continue, persist, carry on my wayward son.
The stakes are too high. The times too important. The truth
too vital and expedient and slippery and not something you can
just waltz around and pretend its not there like a homeless person. As Ronald Reagan, JFK, Bossa Nova once said, “facts are
stubborn things.” And you know what else is stubborn ladies,
gentlemen and corporate lobbyists? You are. As am I, and I’m
hoping, begging, worried you will, will not, go to the polls on
November 1st, 2nd and 3rd. And do do that voodoo that you do
so well, not so well, wellish. Thank you for your support, donation, disdain.
©2010 Will Durst
The non-profit Labor World, Inc. is the official publication of
the Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body. It is an educational, advocacy newspaper for workers and unions. The views
and opinions submitted and expressed in the Labor World do
not necessarily reflect the views of the paper, its Board of
Directors or staff, the Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body,
its affiliated unions, their officers, or staff.
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Young workers “Lost Decade” doesn’t look much better a year later
In 2010, the AFL-CIO conducted a follow-up to a major
national survey commissioned
in 2009 and conducted by Peter
D. Hart Research Associates to
find out how young workers
were faring in the economic
crisis. The AFL-CIO wanted to
know if things had changed.
The 2009 survey compared
what was happening in young
people’s lives with the results
of the AFL-CIO’s first national
survey of young workers, those
under 35, in 1999. In 2009,
young people spoke of crisis,
making the report being
named, “A Lost Decade.”
Nearly one in three young
workers reported they had no
health insurance, compared
with 24 percent of young work-

ers in 1999. Almost one out of
every three workers still lived
at home with parents, and more
than half couldn’t afford to
save money out of their monthly paychecks. For the first time
in generations, young workers
would be financially worse off
than their parents.
The 2009 survey found that
young people were delaying
the traditional milestones associated with adulthood—settling into a career, getting married, buying a home, having
kids–because of the lack of
good, stable, entry-level jobs.
In 2009, 12.9 percent of
young workers between the
ages of 16 and 34 were unemployed, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics’

Duluth Next Up to host MN
young workers meeting Nov 30

The next statewide Minnesota Young Workers/MN AFL-CIO
Next Up meeting is set for Tuesday, Nov. 30 in Wellstone Hall
of the Duluth Labor Temple at 6:00 p.m.
On July 28 over two dozen union members under 35 years of
age from throughout Minnesota held in the inaugural summit in
the Twin Cities. Twelve of those in attendance were members of
the North East Area Labor Council which had the strongest contingent of any part of the state. Minnesota is building on the success of the AFL-CIO Next Up Young Workers Summit held in
Washington DC in June.
For information about the Duluth meeting contact Jessica
Hayssen, Field Director for the Minnesota AFL-CIO at 1-800652-9004, jhayssen@mnaflcio.org, or North East Area Labor
Council Field Organizer Chad McKenna at (218) 310-8412,
mckennachad@yahoo.com.
You can connect with the Minnesota AFL-CIO at:
www.facebook.com/mnaflcio
www.twitter.com/mnaflcio, and
www.mnaflcio.org

(BLS) Current Population
Survey. That is several percentage points higher than the
national average. One of every
five young workers lucky
enough to have a job was
overqualified for it, while
another one in five was working outside their chosen field.
They reported being discouraged from advancing in their
careers because they couldn’t
afford further schooling—this
was true for two of five young
workers and nearly half of all
young people of color.
So what has changed in the
year since the 2009 survey was
conducted? Not much.
The economy still isn’t
working for young workers,
and their prospects for the
future are worrisome.
The unemployment rate
among workers ages 16
through 34 has remained nearly steady at a painful 13.1 percent, according to BLS data,
but many young workers who
are out of work have even
fewer resources to fall back on.
According to a 2010 survey
by Peter D. Hart Research
Associates, 52 percent of
young workers had savings that
would cover their living
expenses for two months or
more, compared with nearly 60
percent in 2009.
Young workers continue to
suffer from a scarcity of good
jobs. They are much more likely to be unemployed than their
older counterparts, particularly
if they’re younger than 20:

YOUNG WORKERS ARE FACING TOUGH OBSTACLES
1999

2009

2010

6.2%

12.9%

13.1%3

22.8%

26.3%

29%5

% making less than they need to pay bills6

10%

24%

26%7

% somewhat or very worried for the future8

20%

41%

60%9

% of young workers who are unemployed2
% of young workers who work part time4
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Nearly one in four young
workers between the ages of 16
and19 can’t find a job, according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics’ most recent employment report.
Three in 10 young workers
report being overqualified for
their current jobs or working
outside their chosen field, a
sign that workers are having
even more trouble finding jobs
within their career paths.
Young workers often settle
for what’s left in our economy.
The 2010 Hart Research study
found that almost a third of
employed young workers were
working part time, compared
with 20 percent of adults.
Significantly, young workers surveyed report being more
worried about the economic
outlook now than in 2009, and
nearly 80 percent are concerned about the economy at
large and the prospects for the
next generation.
The AFL-CIO hosted
regional futures forums with
young workers across the
country this spring, followed
by a Next Up summit of more
than 400 workers younger than
35—the generation “next up.”
Participants at the regional
forums and the summit began a
conversation about what’s necessary to engage young people
in the labor movement and give
them the tools needed to
rebuild the economy.
In three days of conversations, summit participants, led
by AFL-CIO
SecretaryTreasurer Liz Shuler, drew up a
game plan for growing and
developing the next generation
of labor leaders.
The AFL-CIO Executive
Council has adopted 10 next
steps for young workers:
1) Host an annual Next Up
young workers meeting;
2) Establish a National
Young Worker Advisory
Committee;
3) Work with the AFL-CIO
Organizing Department to
identify best practices for new
models of representation of
workers in nontraditional
employment;
4) Provide a toolkit for creating young worker groups at
the state and local levels;
5) Review existing mentoring programs and develop a
template on best practices;
6) Sponsor a video contest
to demonstrate the strength and
diversity of union membership;
7) Establish a text messaging program;
8) Co-host monthly webina-

rs at the regional, state and
local levels;
9) Mobilize young workers
and provide leadership opportunities for them in the AFLCIO political program; and
10) Coordinate the young
worker outreach programs of
organizations within and outside the labor movement.
The freedom of young
workers to join unions is a critical component to rebuilding
the economy for young people
and all working families.
Young workers have the potential to rebuild this country, but
unless deliberate and creative
steps are taken to create good
jobs for the future, they may
never get that chance. The cost
of investing in jobs can’t compare with the long-term costs
of an entire generation of
workers who will contribute
less in taxes to our economy,
not to mention the cost of wasting human potential.
More information on the
AFL-CIO’s Next Up program
for young people, go to
www.aflcio.org/aboutus/youth
summit/ or check them out at
www.facebookcom/#!/afl
cionextup?ref=ts.
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Cutting corporate taxes for Minnesota firms won’t create jobs report says
by Scott Russell, Policy
Analyst, MN Budget Project
Corporate income taxes pay
for important public services,
including those that help businesses succeed and grow: education, highways, health care
and public safety. The Center
on Budget and Policy Priorities
finds that cutting corporate
income taxes would be unlikely to promote job growth, and
would undermine important
public investments.
• State corporate tax cuts
provide little short-term
stimulus. Most states, including Minnesota, have to balance
their budgets, and as a result,

there isn’t much they can do to
stimulate the economy. States
that cut their corporate income
tax will have to make up that
lost revenue, either by raising
other taxes or further cutting
services. Cutting services
reduces the amount that the
state is spending on goods and
services in the economy. (In
addition, these cuts can have a
negative impact on long-term
economic growth by reducing
public services that contribute
to future economic growth,
such as higher education.)
• Corporate tax cuts do little to create jobs. There’s no
guarantee that tax cuts will be

used to create jobs, especially
if there isn’t market demand for
what the company provides.
Firms need increased demand
to spur hiring, not tax cuts.
• State corporate taxes are
a minor expense for most
corporations. All state and
local taxes represent two to
three percent of corporate
expenses, and the corporate
income tax is only a small fraction of that. It’s hard to imagine
that a reduction in such a small
piece of a company’s budget
will have a major impact on
their economic behavior.
Tax cuts have not brought
about stronger-than-average

economic growth. Ohio eliminated its corporate income tax,
but has not seen a significant
boost to their economy. Their
state’s economy has experienced average performance, at
best, ever since. Despite a $1
billion-plus drop in annual corporate income taxes, “Ohio’s
share of national income,
employment, and investment
have all fallen slightly since
2005,” the Center on Budget
and Policy Priorities said.
Any decisions about corporate taxes in Minnesota should
also take into account the context, which is that there is a tax
cut for multi-state corporations
already occurring right now,
and that corporate taxes are
declining as a share of the revenue picture.
• Multi-state corporations
are receiving a tax cut from
Minnesota through the “single
sales tax apportionment” of
corporate taxes. Passed into
law in 2005, the state is gradually changing its corporate tax
to be based on more a company’s amount of sales in
Minnesota – becoming 100
percent based on sales in 2014.
It will no longer take into
account
a
company’s

Minnesota-based payroll or
property. The big winners from
this change are multi-state
companies that have facilities
and workers in Minnesota, but
mostly out-of-state sales.
(Companies with a significant
amount of sales in Minnesota,
but small amounts of their total
facilities and employees here,
actually pay more.) The
Minnesota Department of
Revenue estimates that single
sales factor translates into $214
million less in state revenue in
FY 2013.
• Over the past three
decades, Minnesota corporate
income taxes have become a
smaller share of state and local
government revenues, although
it fluctuates considerably with
the business cycle. According
to the Minnesota Department
of Revenue, corporate taxes
were 8.4 percent of all state and
local revenue in 1980. In 2009,
they were three percent of total
Minnesota state and local revenue, the second lowest rate
since 1962.
Copyright©Minnesota
Budget Project, an initiative of
the Minnesota Council of Nonprofits (www.mncn.org/bp)

Support your local pharmacy
Tell your union, health fund, and employer
you want local pharmacy services

It’s Better...Keep It Local!

MESOTHELIOMA and LUNG CANCER
Why choose Cascino Vaughan to handle your
Asbestos Claim?
The lawyers on our letterhead have over 75 years of combined
asbestos experience.
- ʹͲͳͲǡ ǯ 
settled in excess of $1.9 Million.
- In August of 2010 we settled a case for a Sheboygan bricklayer
for more than $750,000.
- In May of 2010 a jury awarded a verdict $1.45 Million for one of
our Milwaukee clients.

CASCINO VAUGHAN
LAW OFFICES

3Questions answered reliably,
accurately
315 minute service on
new prescriptions
3Ready RefillTM (Automated
Refills) authorizations
3Free in town prescription
delivery
3We contact doctors for refills
3Monthly health screenings
3Free blood pressure checks

No ability to customize orders
Two week delivery, often LATE
Do you want your meds sitting in
a 110 degree mailbox?
Some require you to get your
own refill authorizations
Why trust your health & safety to
a nameless, faceless person?

Your local White Drug Pharmacy is more reliable
than mail order. We are always available to answer
your questions face to face with a local pharmacist.

Inside Super One Foods
Cloquet, MN
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3Consulting at the pharmacy

Service only by phone/computer
No personal contact. How do
you get questions answered?
Allegations of re-dispensing
product that has been returned

Pinetree Plaza

(414)226--0241
(800)783--0081

3Personal service

Mail Order
Pharmacies

For a listing of locations visit www.thriftywhite.com

1110 Old World Third Street Suite 405
Milwaukee Wisconsin 53203

Michael P. Cascino, Esq.

Your Local
vs
White Drug Pharmacy

218-879-6768 • 1-800-967-3421
Allen D. Vaughan, Esq.

Store hours: Mon-Fri 9am - 8pm • Sat 9am - 5:30pm • Sun 11am - 5pm
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Organized corporate greed has captured politics, attacked middle class
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (PAI)-Organized corporate greed captured the U.S. political system
approximately 30 years ago,
hasn’t let go and has trashed
the middle class, a political scientist who studies the ways of
Washington says.
In an Oct. 14 author’s talk
sponsored by the AFL-CIO,
Yale Professor Jacob Hacker -also author of some parts of the
health care overhaul legislation, including the failed plan
for a “public option” -- added
the one force standing up to the
corporate interests is organized
labor.
That’s why corporations
and their political henchmen
choose unions as their top target, and go to great lengths to
stop labor in politics and at
workplaces, he said.
Hacker’s new book, “How
Washington Made The Rich
Richer And Turned Its Back On
The Middle Class,” got an
enthusiastic endorsement from
federation President Richard L.
Trumka, who took time out
from the campaign trail to host
the book talk.

“We face one of the most
dangerous moments in our history, where we risk justifiable
anger being turned into hatred”
as the middle class sees its
incomes shrink, its pensions
disappear, its jobs reduced to
the low-paying service sector
and its future vanish, all without an apparent explanation,
Trumka said.
The book, he added, provides that explanation.
Hacker said that globalization and advanced technology
played a part in the decline of
the middle class since the early
1970s, but he called that role
minor. He noted the U.S. peer
group of industrialized nations
-- Japan, Western Europe,
Canada , etc. -- also underwent
the same stresses.
But they didn’t have the
same results of widening
income inequality, transformation of U.S. society from a middle class orientation to a pattern
resembling those of Latin
American oligarchies, and a
frustrated, bewildered resentful
electorate.
All those can be laid at the
feet of the corporate class,
which took over U.S. politics,
Hacker said. And that covers

both political parties, he added,
even though a minority of
Democratic
officeholders
remains true to labor and to the
middle class.
“The rise in income
inequality has been concentrated,” Hacker explained.
From 1979 to 2007, the
share of U.S. income going to
the top 1% rose from 40% to
53% and in 2007, one fifth of
all income went to the top
0.1%. That’s even more
inequality than existed before
the Great Depression, he said.
“It’s a very specific group”
that grabbed political power,
Hacker said. “Forty percent
are corporate CEOs and another 20% are financial managers.”
Wall Street was once supposed to serve the wider economy, and did, with its denizens
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earnings’ not far out of line
from those of their non-financial peers. But when they
gained power, they rewrote the
laws - financial deregulation and their income leaped far
ahead.
Meanwhile, the corporate
class’ taxes went way down, he
noted. Citing federal statistics,
Hacker pointed out that in
1960, the 400 richest taxpayers
paid 42% of their income in
federal taxes. By the 1990s, it
was down to 30%. Now it’s
16.5%.
“There is almost a direct
correlation between rising
incomes” for the richest “and
financial deregulation,” Hacker
said. Everyone else, he added,
was left behind, and is justifiably angry about it.
The
corporate
class
achieved that success by first,
taking over the political system, then manipulating it to
make themselves even richer
and everyone else poorer, he
explained. The takeover was
accomplished not so much with
campaign contributions -though business outspends
labor at least 7-to-1 on the campaign trail --- but by lobbying
lawmakers.
Hacker said business lobby-

2700 W. Michigan St.

GAS - DIESEL
GROCERIES

You’ll really like
our car wash!

ing spending is ten times campaign contributions. And while
Republicans, the party of business, easily adapted to the new
conditions, the Democrats fractured. Many, he said, followed
the lead of new party chieftains
-- Hacker cited former Rep.
Rahm Emanuel, D-Ill., who
recently resigned as White
House chief of staff -- who
emphasized fundraising as a
measure of political credibility.
The biggest obstacle to the
corporate takeover is organized
labor, and the rich got a key
win when they defeated labor
law reform -- through a true
Senate filibuster -- in 1978.
That emboldened them to pursue unions in other ways in
succeeding years.
In his talk, Hacker didn’t
expound on solutions to the
problems, though his book
offers some suggestions. He
left that to Trumka.
“We have to change economic course, by challenging
the free-market fundamentalism that has caused wage stagnation and the highest level of
economic inequality since
1928,” the AFL-CIO chief said.
“To do that, we have to understand the causes. And prominent is the ‘free-market’ orthodoxy which has left the majority of the country behind. We
first have to challenge that neoliberalism, then advance ideas
to recover and rebuild an economy that works for all.”

Education MN

Member Discounts!
Wade Smith
(218) 724-4507

Toughing It Out In Tough
Times

A confidential counseling service representing the needs of union
members and their families since 1987. Our purpose is to assist you in
improving the quality of your life both on and off the job.

You can reach T.E.A.M. 24 hours a day at:
(651) 642-0182
(800) 634-7710
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Election results will make it tough on labor...from page 1
switch in control of the governor’s mansion, if Dayton is
the winner. Pawlenty had dealt
with a DFL-controlled legislature and stonewalled them. It
may be up to DFLer Dayton to
do the same for the next two
years.
President Obama came
close to a similar fate as
Republicans took control of the
U.S. House, but Democrats
have barely retained control of
the Senate after losing 6 seats.
Closer to home the efforts

of the North East Area Labor
Council and their Labor 2010
staffers and volunteers had
much better results than most
everywhere else. Out of 42
endorsed candidates, they
brought home 32 of them.
Those who lost included
(Wisconsin) Feingold, Barrett,
Lassa, (Minnesota) Oberstar,
Reps. Loren Solberg (House
3B lost by 412 votes) and Tim
Faust (House 8B), Joe
Schwartz (Koochiching Co.
#2), Pat Taylor (Lake Co. #2),
Ron Gittings (Cloquet School
Board Dist. 94), and Robin
Baumchen (International Falls
Schools Dist. 361).
One of the highlights was
when Frank Jewell defeated the
most anti-labor St. Louis
County Commissioner, Dennis
Fink, in Duluth’s District 1.
Jewell lost to Fink by 203 votes
four years ago, but beat him
this time by 3,600 with 69% of
the vote.
Other new victors were
Roger Reinert moving from the
Minnesota House 7B seat to
represent most of Duluth in the
District 7 state senate seat
vacated by Yvonne Prettner
Solon, who is poised to be
Minnesota’s next lieutenant
governor if Dayton wins the
recount.
Reinert’s House 7B seat
Frank Jewell was one of the
was
won by Kerry Gauthier,
happier candidates on elecwho
just won a seat on the
tion night as he won a seat
Duluth City Council in 2009.
on the county board.

Mike Cuzzo was elected as
a judge in the 6th District.
The NEALC had also done
a good job for Oberstar, who
won six of its seven counties,
losing only in Pine County(832). But he lost in Aitkin
(-471), Cass (-2011), Hubbard
(-1577), Wadena (-971), Crow
Wing (-4,417), Morrison
(-2,805), Mille Lacs (-1,301),
Kanabec (-946), Isanti(-2,920),
and Chisago (-3,924) counties
because of poor Labor 2010
campaigns in those south and
west 8th Congressional District
counties.
“We’re not hanging our
heads over anything,” said
NEALC
President
Alan
Netland. “We’re proud of our
efforts and can’t be held
accountable for how things
went anywhere else. Chad
(McKenna, NEALC Field

Coordinator), his staff, and all
the volunteers did a great job.
We focused on getting Mark
Dayton elected, which will,
hopefully, happen, and getting
rid of Dennis Fink on the county board. We did a great job for
Oberstar too.”
Cravaack got 133,483 votes
to Oberstar’s 129,083, wining
by a total of 4,400.
Oberstar won six of the
NEALC counties – Carlton by
1,602, Cook by 427, Itasca by
373, Koochiching by 497, Lake
by 728, St. Louis by 14,636;
That’s a total of 18,263
more votes for Oberstar in
those six NEALC counties. He
lost the other NEALC county,
Pine, by 832 votes. So in the
NEALC Oberstar won by
17,431, but lost the 8CD race
by 4,400.

NEALC Endorsed
(Winners are bold,
losers are

narrow, italic font)

M I N N E S OTA

U.S. House of Reps.
CD 8~ Rep. Jim Oberstar
Governor~ Mark Dayton
& Yvonne Prettner Solon (but
recount is pending)
Sec. of State~ Mark Ritchie
Auditor ~ Rebecca Otto
State Senate
3~ Sen. Tom Saxhaug
5~ Sen. David Tomassoni
6~ Sen.Tom Bakk
7~ Roger Reinert
8~ Sen. Tony Lourey
State House of Reps.
3A~ Rep. Tom Anzelc
3B~ Rep. Loren Solberg
5A~ Rep. Tom Rukavina
5B~ Rep. Tony Sertich
6A~ Rep. David Dill
6B~ Rep. Mary Murphy
7A~ Rep. Tom Huntley
7B~ Kerry Gauthier
8A~ Rep. Bill Hilty
8B~ Rep. Tim Faust
6th District Judge
Mike Cuzzo
Carlton County Bd
Kerry Gauthier was having a good time phone banking in 2~ Marv Bodie, 4~Bob Olean
the Labor Temple on election day even before he was electItasca County Bd
ed as State Representative, District 7B. Labor 2010’s Emily
5~ Mark Mandich
Flesch of Workers United Local 99 did a great job as well.
Koochiching County Board
2~ Joe Schwartz
4~ Rob Ecklund
Lake County Board
2~ Pat Taylor
St. Louis County Board
he size and location of trees can have a direct
1~Frank Jewell
impact on your family’s safety and the reliability of
7~Steve Raukar
your electric service. It’s important to avoid planting
Hibbing Mayor
trees that will grow into power lines.
Rick Canatta
Hibbing Clerk-Treasurer
We’d like to send you a handy 16-page booklet that
Patrick Garrity
provides guidance for homeowners, businesses and
Cloquet School Bd-Dist. 94~
other landowners on selection and placement of trees.
David Battaglia, Dan
To receive a free copy of The Right Tree brochure,
Danielson, Ron Gittings
call toll-free 1-800-228-4966. Or, visit our Web site:
I.
Falls
School Bd-Dist 361~
www.mnpower.com/treebook.
Robin Baumchen, Willi Kostiuk,
Darrell Wagner

When You Plant a Tree, Consider Its Future

T

Brian Asmus
Minnesota Power System Forester

WISCONSIN

DIAL

®

811Gopher State One Call

Damage Prevention Center

an

company

Call Gopher State One Call before you DIG at 1-800-252-1166.
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U.S. Senate Russ Feingold
U.S. House CD 7~ Julie Lassa
Governor~ Tom Barrett
State Senate 25~ Bob Jauch
State Assembly
73~ Rep. Nick Milroy
75~ Janet Bewley
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Flight attendants will appeal narrow loss of organizing at Delta Airlines
WASHINGTON (PAI)-The Association of Flight
Attendants-CWA will appeal
its narrow loss in the union
recognition vote at the “New
Delta” airlines, saying its campaign fell victim to massive
management intimidation and
Delta’s usage of computers to
track workers’ votes, among
other things.
In results announced Nov.
3, AFA-CWA received 8,778
votes, or 46.8% of those voting, among the flight attendants
at the carrier, which was
formed in 2008 when red-state
virtually non-union Delta
devoured blue-state wall-towall union Northwest Airlines.
Some 20,000 flight attendants -- 7,000-8,000 from
Northwest, the rest from old
Delta -- were eligible to vote.
“No union” received 9,544
votes (50.9%), while other
unions not even in the race,
from the Teamsters through the
Transport Workers through the
Machinists, got 249. “Valid
vote for representation,” with
no union named, got 189.
The apparent loss was
AFA-CWA’s third at “New
Delta,” but the first under new
election rules announced by the
National Mediation Board,

which governs airline labormanagement relations.
The
new rules require unions to win
a simple majority of those voting to obtain recognition for the
leader among them -- AFACWA in this case -- rather than
a “50%+1” majority of everyone in the bargaining unit.
“In the face of the largest
anti-union campaign the nation
has ever seen, Delta flight
attendants came within 328
votes of having a union,” said
retiring AFA-CWA President
Pat Friend, referring to the
combined 9,216 votes all the
unions got. “The amount of
intimidation was unprecedented.”
Union counsel Ed Gilmartin
said AFA-CWA would file
objections to the election with
the NMB within two weeks,
detailing not just intimidation
by supervisors, personal letters,
e-mails and other communications, but also Delta’s use of
the computer system.
Relying on past testimony
from Delta’s own computer
expert, Gilmartin explained
that Delta urged flight attendants to use its internal computer network, DeltaNet, which
they must use to sign in for
work, to vote. The flight atten-

dant would sign in on DeltaNet
-- which was festooned with
pop-ups subtly conveying the
company’s line -- and then use
it to transfer to the NMB’s site
for the electronic vote.
But since DeltaNet can also
track an individual user’s preferences, Gilmartin said, there is
the possibility that it can track
an individual flight attendant’s
votes -- by registering the
voter’s keystrokes.
Flight attendants speaking
at the telephone press conference described more traditional

forms of management intimidation found in anti-union
campaigns. Friend noted those
actions violate the “laboratory
conditions” for the election that
federal law requires and that
Delta’s CEO promised.
The violations included
one-on-one meetings, supervisors asking workers directly
how they would vote, antiunion posters and notices
“every 10 feet” in the flight
lounges, and a campaign of
intimidation “that crossed the
line” the law draws, Friend

said.
Gilmartin noted a precedent
for NMB overturning the AFACWA vote at the “New Delta”
and ordering an investigation
into the labor law violations
there, followed by a rerun election. He said the Machinists
lost a vote among a small
group of “New Delta” workers
in August -- flight simulator
techs -- and complained of
many of the same management
tactics. NMB has launched a
probe of that vote, too,
Gilmartin said.

Machinists voting at Delta
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(Left-to-right) Firm partners, Sean Quinn and Jim Peterson, receive award from Al Netland

“

According to the AFL-CIO Central Labor Body's
Community Services Program, here's why:
Falsani, Balmer, Peterson, Quinn & Beyer has a long history of

supporting the United Way of Greater Duluth, DADs Golf Tournament,
the Duluth AFL-CIO Annual Labor Day Picnic (they not only pay
for the sweet corn, the lawyers attend the picnic and serve the corn
to the picnic goers); they sponsor a free Worker's Compensation
Seminar every year, as well as, many other labor-related projects.
Individuals at the firm also donate their time and talents
to our community, helping in many ways:
• The Homeless Connect Program

• Safe Haven Women’s Shelter

• The Women’s Expo

• Lawyers-On-Line

• Youth Coaching

• Pro Bono Work

And Much, Much More

There is not enough room on this page to put into words the true extent that
FBPQ&B and its employees give back to their community. Therefore, let it
be said that the FBPQ&B Law Firm truly embodies the Spirit of Community
and knows the true meaning of Community Service.

“

By Michael Moore, Editor, St. Paul Union Advocate
BLOOMINGTON, MN - Ground workers at Delta Air Lines
began voting last month in historic elections that could bring collective bargaining rights to more than 30,000 employees.
At Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, many of
Delta’s ground employees used to work for Northwest Airlines,
a unionized carrier. When the airlines merged two years ago, former Northwest employees kept their IAM representation – but
that could change, depending on the results of voting this fall.
Former Northwest workers are outnumbered 2-to-1 among
employees eligible to vote in the union elections. That means
results will hinge on the IAM’s ability to draw votes from longtime employees of Delta, a company that boasts openly about its
non-union culture.
In previous organizing elections non-votes were counted as
votes against the union. That rule changed earlier this year, when
President Obama appointed a pro-labor majority to the National
Mediation Board, which administers union elections in the airline industry. Now, a simple majority of employees voting in the
election will determine its outcome.
The 33,500 Delta workers eligible to vote in the NMB elections fall into four potential bargaining units.
About 14,000 Delta Air Lines fleet service workers began
voting on IAM representation Oct. 14. A second group of 700
stock and stores employees were scheduled to start voting Oct.
25, and more than 16,000 passenger service employees will start
voting Nov. 2. The NMB has yet to schedule a vote for 3,500
office and clerical workers.
Because workers are spread out over many locations, the
elections are being conducted by phone and Internet. Results of
the elections will be announced roughly a month after voting
begins.
In Chisholm, where Delta has a reservation’s center that has
been represented by the Machinists, workers started using informational pickets to educate co-workers and voice their interest in
remaining unionized.
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